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Author's response to reviews:

The comments of the reviewers have been helpful in allowing us to revise our manuscript. We have attempted to address the questions raised by the referees according to the attached files.

The detailed review of this manuscript is appreciated and we have attempted to answer each of the questions raised.

Thank you for your consideration of the revised version. We look forward to hearing from you.

************************************************************************************

Minor changes:

Qualifications - Please remove these. I remove these.

Affiliations - Each affiliation should be written in full, in the following format: department, institute, city, and country. This may mean repeating institutional addresses if the authors are from different departments within an institution. Can we also ask you to link each author to his or her corresponding affiliation with the use of superscript numbers? Please do not use full capitals for country names, and please do not include full stops in abbreviated country names. I change these.

Keywords and word counts - Please remove these. I remove these.

Please moved the text "Presented at the EACTS meeting in Stockholm, Sweden, 2006" to the acknowledgements section. I move these.

Page numbers - Please remove these. I remove these.
Please put the heading "Abstract" above the abstract. I change these.

Major changes:

You have uploaded your tables as additional files. This is fine, but you need to update the citations to reflect this. For example, 'see additional file 1' instead of 'see table 1'.

I change these.